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		 You Matter!

Times of hardship, uncertainty and tragedy also come with a renewed sense of purpose and meaning:
what we do really matters.

O

ften the worst of times can be the best of times.
People talk fondly of the close relationships
they made during WW II, how so many pitched
in to work together with a common cause and purpose.
Finally there was something important that everyone
could be a part of. Suddenly, what they did mattered.
Those times have come again. In the middle of
a global pandemic, a strange and dark Christmas ahead
and the rising threat of climate chaos, suddenly you (yes
you!) really matter. Where you stand, the things you
do and don’t do, your opinions and conversations are
life-and-death important. Crisis breeds tragedy but also
purpose and meaning. These days we are all important
again.

NATURAL RESOURCES

Now there’s a disturbing term for you. Apparently, the
natural world is just a big pile of stuff that we can use
as we see fit. All the plants, all the animals, the rivers,
valleys, mountains and lakes, the air, the soil and water,
the oceans are just non-human stuff hanging around
waiting for us to exploit, always wanting more and
doing anything to get it. There is no give and take here,
only take, and always taking is exactly how we ended
up in the mess we’re in.
Thinkers smarter than myself have suggested
that the Department of Natural Resources should be renamed the Department of Earthly Gifts. Sounds pretty
misty-tinkle I know, but lets think about it a minute.

IT’S TIME TO GIVE A LITTLE

refining, shipping, burning and dealing with the effects
of pollution.
Powerful and tempting energies indeed, but
We have taken without giving for so long we think
that’s all there is to it. But now, slowly, we have come to using up our savings comes with lots of problems. As
realize that we cannot constantly take without running our savings dwindle, they become more difficult and
expensive to take out of the bank and the problems they
into some pretty severe problems.
The Earth is telling us now that it needs our create become worse over time: carbon builds up in the
care, our concern and our attention. Our little planet has atmosphere, pollution builds up in our soil, water, air
given us everything we need up to this point, but there and in our bodies while the oceans fill with plastic. It is
difficult to harvest these energies, our energy savings,
are limits. Now it’s our turn to give a little.
with the honour our planet needs
We must still take,
and deserves.
our course. We cannot make
oxygen, for instance. Plants
OUR ENERGY INCOME
do that naturally, converting
sunlight and water into oxygen
Wind, solar, geothermal, and tidal
(which they give away for free),
energies are our energy income,
and sequestering carbon while
the energies that are GIVEN to
they’re at it. We absolutely need
us, free of charge, renewed and
to consume other life forms and
replenished with little effort on
energy to survive.
our part, constantly and forever.
But how do we do it with
Instead of more difficult and
respect, how do we give back to
expensive to harvest over time,
help balance an out-of-balance
they become easier, more plentiful
system, how do we harvest what
and less expensive.
we need with honour and respect?
Sun energy, for instance is
rapidly becoming our primary
OUR ENERGY SAVINGS
energy source and the cheapest
energy ever, and for very good
There are two kinds of energy
reason. In just one hour that huge
available on our little home
nuclear fusion reactor in the sky
planet: energy income and energy
drops enough energy on our planet
savings, just like in your own
to run our whole global
household.
civilization for a year.
Conventional
These energies, our
energies
are
our
income, can be much
energy savings, the
more easily harvested
energies the planet has
with honour and respect.
concentrated, stored,
In these uncertain and
and tucked away.
difficult times, we all
We have to TAKE
have choices to make
these energies. They
and actions to take. Once
are not given to us
again, within the broad
free of charge. It’s a
sweep of history, what we
lot of hard work and
do really matters.
expensive too, digging,

It is difficult to
harvest these
energies, our
energy savings,
with the honour
our planet needs
and deserves.

Ernie Freeman, (Fort St. John, BC), Peace Energy Co-op
member and EV pioneer, educator and champion plugs his allelectric Nissan Leaf into the Peace Energy Co-op home office
solar array. Sunlight can power cars too.

